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As I write this, we are still in the grips of this virus, I hope you have all managed to avoid it, or, if not, only 
had a mild dose. We appear to be at the start of the expected “second wave” with generally increasing 
daily new cases but, fortunately the number of daily deaths has not followed the same trend, staying very 
low. Some good news at least. 

Although I’m sure we have all missed the chance to see each other at meetings this year, we have had 
our plants to keep us going. I would far rather be in my position of having more interests than I have time 
(or energy) for, than have nothing to take my mind off things. 

This edition again owes so much to social media. We have two sets of photos of, I think, very exciting 
plants, new cultivars of: Scollies and Ladies. Thanks to Genek Eurad for both of these. 

I had intended to do a piece in this edition on Polystichum setiferum ‘Leinthall Starkes’ and some of the 
progeny from it. Unfortunately some kind creature, probably Fox, “teenage” cats from next door, badgers 
or, possibly , children, have made my two main plants somewhat less than photogenic, so that will have to 
wait until next year! I don’t think it was kids because my grandchildren are fully aware that ‘Grandad’s 
plants’ are off limits, but 4, 4 to 10 year old cousins getting together and playing  “Hide-and-Seek” is a def-
inite possibility!  

I am also moving over to the next edition a very interesting P. setiferum from Gert-Jan (photo manipula-
tion problems, and a new Onoclear variety 

I am also indebted to Peter Elcock for three pieces asking some very interesting questions. I would cer-
tainly like an answer on the  “hairy beasties” problem!, as I expect will many of you. 

If you can help Peter, please contact him on: pelcock@blueyonder.co.uk 

Classic Cultivar   

Athyrium filix-femina ‘Caput-Medusa’ 

I have not managed to find much background information on this variety. Martin Rick-

ard, in “The Plantfinder's Guide to Ferns” states that it was raised by Mapplebeck while 

Ian Unsworth in his note on this cultivar on the BPS web site ( I hope he does not mind 

me pinching his information) adds that it was raised prior to 1891. 

Martin also stated that he is not convinced that the original plant is still in cultivation.  

However, the plant that is currently around under that name, I find, excites, in my gar-

den, much interest even from non plant people.  

Looking at the images Google throws up, this cultivar is available with both green and 

red stipes. As you can see from the following photos, my plant, which was given to me 

by Gert-Jan some years ago on a visit to the tiny area he has to work with, not sure if 

the acreage runs into 3 figures, has the red stipes.   

Mark’s Musings 



Twin-crowned plant in the raised bed outside the kitchen door—

it ensures I keep it watered! 

Single frond, sorry about the bit of die-back, its been very dry here again 



I have greatly valued the resource of the Spore Exchange. It has enabled me to try out a good number of different species and varieties.  

Amongst these was Cyrtomium caryotideum x falcatum, which proved to be an interesting challenge. In my mind I was expecting that like 

many Cyrtomium  it would be apogamous and therefore easy: there was no such luck in this case! 

 I sow in pairs for safety's sake, and the first two pots in my standard mixture produced very little result, and those prothalli which did ap-

pear seemed few, irregular, grey and feeble, incapable of finding enough enthusiasm to develop. Perhaps the compost was not right?  

I sowed again in another mixture and got nothing at all. This was all very strange. Then I wondered, perhaps the spores themselves were 

old, or had otherwise limited fertility? Not wanting to give up, I sowed a total of eight different pots with five different composts, and in 

the end I had fifteen (only!) reasonable looking prothalli and eventually seven plants. In order to get these I had to sow thickly, and in a 

range of composts with different base contents. This was suggested to me by reading that the C. caryotideum parent might be calcicole. 

The results showed a definite preference in terms of growth for slightly basic conditions in the sowing pots. The less happy sporophytes 

were pricked out into the preferred compost and set off into renewed growth. 

 My suggestion is therefore that the plant is calcicole and its spores are of limited fertility. Since then one of my plants have themselves 

produced spores from which I have obtained prothalli a little more readily (presumably because they were fresh) but the suggestions still 

remain. What I would like to know is, has anyone else tried to grow this plant from spores, and with what success? The pictures included 

here—are they typical? I have never seen an example of the plant anywhere and only a single photograph. There is very little in print re-

lating to this hybrid. The pinnae might be described as “tough papery” with a dull sheen and they have a complicated wavy margin (up and 

down and in and out) with fine teeth. Does anyone know how this plant might have originated – one of the few references that I found 

hints that it may have been bred deliberately, but I can find nothing to support this suggestion.  

 

 

 

 

Some observations and questions from Peter Elcock on Cyrtomium caryotideum x falca-

tum, photos also by Peter. 





Another interesting Frond 

Rhizome 

New Cultivar (s) 

Athyrium nipponicum cv. As yet un-named  Photos and information—Genek Eurad 

These were selected from a mass sowing of Athyrium nipponicum ‘Metallicum’. As these are very young plants, Genek is 

hoping that nest season they will be taller and, hopefully, showing variation in the frond colour.  

I hope he is correct about this, and that these can, eventually become generally available. My slightly cynical comment in an 

earlier newsletter, regarding the range of Athyrium nipponicum “cultivars” certainly cannot be applied to these!   







A Dryopteris question from Peter Elcock—Photos by Peter 

An unusual plant grown from a packet of “Hardy Ferns” mixture, from a seed merchant. In 2014 this gave me my first suc-

cessful fern sowings, predictably with a fair number of Dryopteris varieties and Cytomiums among them. It took me a long 

time to sort them out! This one attracted my attention early on with its irregular foliage: there were multiple plants of every-

thing else, but only one of this kind. Eventually it went out into the garden and has kept me guessing ever since. 

It is deciduous and the pinnae suggest Dryopteris filix-mas ‘Linearis Polydactyla’ with a stout rachis which divides into two or 

three near the top, producing a loose tangle of still wiry foliage. When it was smaller it was a lot more irregular and I nearly 

threw it out, but this year it has settled down, become more regular and its place is safe—for the moment. 

I can find nothing like it in any book that I have seen. I suspect that it is not a known variety but a cross between D. f-m 

‘Linearis Polydactyla’ and something else. Suggestions, anyone? One member suggested to me to try sowing its spores to see 

what its progeny is like. The spores are viable but so far I have seen no sporophytes.. 





Radioactive Scollies!!!   -part 1 

The following photos and details were  kindly provided by Genek Eurad 

 Genek posted a couple of photos of his Scollies on Facebook a little while ago and they prompted an amazed re-

sponse. Understandable, I’m sure you will agree as you look at the photos following, and, as he supplied me with so many, 

the balance in the next edition. 

 I contacted Genek to ask permission to use his photos and for some background, which he kindly supplied along with 

more photos. 

 The original parents of the following plants, which he has selected over several generations, were ‘Marginatum’ and 

‘Muricatum’ varieties. However, it is possible (probable?) that something additional is responsible for these extreme results. 

 Genek’s garden was within the range of the Chernobyl disaster, not close enough to cause major problems but close 

enough for the inhabitants to have to drink iodine for protection, which sounds pretty unpleasant to me. The question I find 

interesting is: Are we seeing the effects of radiation in these plants, or were these variations inherent in the plants all along? 

A question, obviously, I cannot answer but it does raise other interesting questions. 

 I wonder if anyone has looked at, or sown spores from other ferns that were within the Chernobyl range, or Three 

Mile Island or Fukushima in Japan. It would be very interesting to hear if anyone has, and, if so, what the results were. 

 For the moment, I am very grateful to Genek for allowing me to share these amazing variations with you. 













Last but not least, a cry for help from Peter. 

 

Does anyone know how to deal with “overgrown” prothalli? Some ferns, especially Polystichum setiferum varieties, seem 

with me to be very reluctant to move on past the prothallus stage. They develop nicely and look healthy, but they very sel-

dom “set”. Despite being spaced out when necessary, sprayed with water etc., etc., they nearly always turn into something 

like the example shown. The photo shows a sowing of a pot of ‘Smith’s Cruciate’ which has “overgrown” and is about to be 

discarded. I have sown this one any number of times, always with the same result, but the same seems to apply to any ver-

sion of P. setiferum and occasionally to others as well. 

I understand that overgrown prothalli like this are still capable of expanding at the margins , renewing themselves and even 

fertilising each other but how do you set about encouraging this to happen? I have tried burying them a little by filling round 

with fresh loose compost, which encourages them, but they just make more of the same kind of growth and still no sporo-

phytes appear. 

I call these things “hairy beasties” on account of the bristling rhizoids. Please tell me what I am doing wrong. 

As the next edition will be in January, may I upset you all by wishing you a Happy Christmas and New Year. 

Stay safe, and let us hope that we will be able to resume meetings again as soon as possible. I’m missing seeing your 

plants and chatting ferns! 


